
 

 

1690 E 32nd St, Oakland  
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In a vibrant suburban neighborhood sits a picturesque 3bed/2bath home with old-world charm 

reminiscent of an English cottage. 

 

 A quaint white picket fence borders the gorgeous vine & shingle-covered facade on a 4,176 sq ft 

lot. Gaze into the airy living room as light shines through large diamond windows, reflecting off the 

vibrant, refinished wood floors. Wander into the dining room for a glimpse of the serene backyard 

accessible by beautiful French doors, and swing open the butler door to find the stylish kitchen 

with black countertops/appliances and warm wood cabinetry.  

 

Embrace the home’s European vibes by unwinding on the raised patio overlooking a flourishing 

rose garden and tall Italian Cypresses or lounge by the wood-burning fireplace at night. This 

homey abode includes Kenmore washer/dryer, and a detached garage with an elongated 

driveway. Desirably located near Diamond Park, Lake Merritt, & Highland Hospital with easy 

access to 580. 
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In a vibrant suburban neighborhood sits this picturesque 3BD/2BA home with old-world charm 

reminiscent of an English cottage. A white picket fence borders the landscaped 4,176 sq ft lot 

while a brick walkway leads up to a gorgeous vine & shingle-covered facade. Inside, light shines 

through the living room’s large diamond windows as well as the french doors in the adjacent dining 

room & reflects off the vibrant, refinished wood floors. Push open a timeless swinging door for a 

glimpse of the stylish kitchen with black countertops/appliances & ample storage. The private 

backyard embraces the home’s European vibes—flourishing rose garden & tall Italian Cypress 

trees. Unwind during the day on the raised patio overlooking a manicured lawn & cozy up by the 

wood-burning fireplace at night. This homey abode includes Kenmore washer/dryer, new paint, & 

detached garage with elongated driveway. Desirably located near Diamond Park, Lake Merritt,& 

Highland Hospital with easy access to 580. 
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